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General Information
GENERAL INFORMATION
The Andersons Professional Turf Products 30-3-6 turf fertilizer provides grass with
nitrogen, phosphate and potash for maintaining strong, vigorous turf.
The nitrogen in this product is all readily available which makes this product
excellent for spring or fall feedings or whenever a quick visual response is desired.
This product is dust free and free flowing. The uniform particle sizing assures easy
and accurate applications.
WHEN AND HOW TO USE
In the spring, or as soon as weather and ground conditions permit, apply at the
MEDIUM RATE every 6 - 8 weeks during the growing season for both cool and warm
season grasses.
Exception: Apply at the LOW RATE when temperatures exceed 85°F.
To ensure that you have the best possible fertilization program, use fertilizers in
conjunction with a soil and tissue test program operated by a state certified
laboratory familiar with the soils of your region. Cooperative extension agents can
provide the names of recommended labs in your area.
Apply only as directed.
Do not apply near water, storm drains or drainage ditches. Do not apply if heavy
rain is expected. Apply this product only to your lawn and sweep any product that
lands on the driveway, sidewalk or street, back onto your lawn.
Limitations, Restrictions, and Exceptions
WHEN AND HOW TO USE
In the spring, or as soon as weather and ground condition permit, apply at the
MEDIUM RATE every 6-8 weeks during the growing season for both cool and warm

season grasses. Exception: Apply at the LOW RATE when temperatures exceed 85°F.
To ensure that you have the best possible fertilization program, use fertilizers in
conjunction with a soil and tissue test program operated by a state certified
laboratory familiar with the soils of your region.
Cooperative extension agents can provide the names of recommended labs in your
area.
Apply only as directed.
Method
Broadcast
Rates
field_rates 0
Timings
In the spring, or as soon as weather and ground conditions permit.

